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Natural resources are finite and free but when individuals compete for
exclusive possession of any of them the economic phenomenon of rent
arises and government consent and protection is required. Competition
means that rent is limited by the amount people and firms are able to bid
which, in turn, is reduced by government taxes. One might expect a link!

The atmosphere’s capacity to safely absorb carbon dioxide emissions
and electromagnetic wavelengths are two important examples of finite
natural resources but here I shall consider just one - land.

When land rent is allowed to be collected or enjoyed by individuals, plots
acquire a speculative sale price that reflects an estimate of the present
value of an assumed future stream of rents. These fictional values
would not arise if land rents were collected for the community whose
consent and protection creates them. The natural harmony between the
necessity to control land use and the need for public revenue would then
be clear. The arrangement would also be in accordance with the biblical
injunction: ‘the land shall not be sold forever’, Leviticus 25:23.
This invites a question: if the rental value of land were collected as public
revenue in place of taxes levied on employment, production, trade and
the earnings of labour and capital, would it yield enough money to fund
needed public expenditure? In answer we need first to remember how
these taxes double public and private sector employment costs and the
free market price of the goods and services people and firms produce
and buy.
GDP as a measure of economic activity includes only money transactions,
and in recent (non-covid affected) years around 42% has been spent
by the government while the remaining 58% is spent by consumers,
charities and firms and on net imports. Abolishing existing taxes would
halve public sector employment costs to 21% of GDP and increase that
available to be spent by the private sector to 79% of GDP.
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message
from the
honorary
president

When tenants rent properties they pay for both a building and the land
upon which it stands. What they must pay for the building reflects its
replacement cost but what they must pay for the land, which bears no
supply cost, reflects only the demand of others for it and their ability
to pay. Today, each of these two components represents about 50% of
the combined rent for a typical UK property, but the proportion of land
rent increases with increasing urbanisation, economic development and
population.

According to the National Accounts and despite being squeezed by
existing taxes, residential and commercial rents combined (actual and
imputed) now represent about 18% of GDP so land rent represents about
9% of GDP. If the impact of removing employment and trading taxes were
to reduce building costs by 50% and overall property rents remained the
same the land component would increase to 75% of the total i.e.13.5% of
GDP. But property rents would not remain the same, they would increase
as tax cuts increase net private sector incomes and enable and oblige
tenants to raise their bids. National statistics indicate that a typical UK
household spends about 30% of their gross income on housing but this
becomes more than 50% of after tax income. If also, similar proportions
apply to businesses and commercial property, then, as reasoned above,
75% of this might go in land rent and 25% on better buildings. The land
rent component of UK property rents might then be more than enough at
around 30% of GDP (79 x 0.5 x 0.75 = 29.6).
Too good to be true? Please check it out and let me know.

David Triggs
Honorary President
Henry George Foundation

henrygeorgefoundation@
googlemail.com
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It is often overlooked that the proper functioning of government is distorted by the private monopoly of land. As a consequence necessary
taxation falls directly on production or wages and is seen as a burden
on the citizen. Government itself then seems to be a burden on the
citizen and so it becomes divided into two camps. One camp stands for
lower taxes and for individuals taking responsibility for themselves.
The other camp stands for mitigation of the consequences of economic
injustices through redistribution taxation.

It is clear in such a situation where many cannot afford the basic economic requirements that the welfare state must arise. The debates can
then only be about its size and the cost of providing it. Under this cloud
the real functions of government become obscured and so the proper
use of government revenue also becomes obscured, including what the
appropriate use would be if the land tax was fully implemented.
Because taxation is presently regarded as a ‘cost’ to society, even by
some campaigners for a land tax, so the idea of government as a burden on society also remains. Yet it is obvious that if the land tax arises
through what is common to all – land as the free gift of nature – then
government likewise arises through what is common to all, the collective benefit of society over and above economic provision.

Government is necessary for the provision of those things which the
exchange economy cannot provide. One way of seeing this is that while
the economic realm meets the immediate requirements and desires of
society, government provides for the future good of society. The most
obvious example of this is the defence of the nation. Defence calls for
a mode of strategic thinking above the skills and methods of the economic realm, including the special skills of international diplomacy
and understanding of other cultures. Another long-term responsibility
of government is to ensure the provision of education for all. It is the
duty of each generation to educate the next generation, in this way returning what they receive from the generation before.
It is clearly a long-term responsibility of government to provide sanitation and protect citizens from contagious diseases. It is a long-term responsibility of government to ensure that nothing marketed is harmful
to citizens. It is the long-term responsibility of government to ensure
safe and healthy conditions in public places and in working conditions.
It is a long-term responsibility of government to ensure that arable
land is kept in good condition, and that the environment is protected
for future generations. It is a long-term responsibility of government
to provide protection of all citizens under the law, and equal access to
law for remedy of injustices. It is a long-term responsivity of government to care for those unable to support themselves or in old age. If
there is such a thing as progress in society, it may be defined as that
which ensures an improved future.

While these are responsibilities government, there are some requirements government is not responsible to provide. An obvious example
is ‘social housing’ or affordable homes. The present need for these is
due to land privatisation which, through depressing wages, makes it
impossible for many in an otherwise wealthy society to afford a home.
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letter
from the
editor

Affordable housing is part of the programme of mitigation that must
be made against the privatisation of land and the misappropriation
of the natural government revenue. As George clearly demonstrated, the privatisation of land and every form of rentiering depresses
earnings and so makes provision of some economic essentials impossible for many citizens. The general provision of medicines also
is not the responsibility of government, yet must be provided presently because earnings cannot meet their cost for a large proportion
of citizens.

Since the private appropriation of land, along with all other forms
of monopoly and usury, depress the income of citizens, it inevitably
falls on government to meet the shortfall. And so the natural functions of government become obscured and it is compelled to make
interventions outside its proper function. It should not be the task of
government to mitigate the consequences of economic injustices. It
should legislate to remove economic injustices. For example, the present scheme of income support to top up wages to a minimum standard is not a proper responsibility of government. It may be necessary
now, yet it has the long-term consequence of maintaining low wages.
Where government makes provision for what the economy ought to
provide, it maintains the conditions that make such provision necessary. It is not the responsibility of government to provide income for
citizens, or any of the basic necessities which the economy exists to
provide.
The present divide between left and right in government, where one
side seeks mitigation of economic injustices while the other seeks
minimum government, is an inevitable consequence of the private
appropriation of land and its subsequent distortions in the economy.
In a sense, both sides are right. There should be smaller government,
and there should be equity in economic provision. But there cannot
be either while both sides fail to acknowledge that the private appropriation of the land and the consequent shifting of government revenue onto production and wages is the cause of their division into two
camps. Failure to see the real causes of economic injustice divides
society itself into two factions. This in turn leads some to believe that
society is by nature divided into a struggle between rich and poor,
and the further belief that government by nature tends to corruption.
Both these false beliefs sustain the present situation and distract attention from the root causes of economic injustices.
The distinction between government and the economy is simple.
The economy supplies the immediate physical necessities of citizens.
Government provides for the long-term good of society and for future generations. Economics looks to the immediate market tendencies, government applies foresight towards the future good. The first
creates and distributes wealth, the second navigates through good
legislation. These functions should not be confused. One is governed
by desire, the other by duty. In a democracy every citizen is responsible for economic justice and for good government.

*

Joseph Milne
editor@landandliberty.net
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The land question
and community

One of the most harmful effects of the privatisation of land is the
erosion of community. The history of land enclosure in England
and Scotland shows this to be its primary effect. Communities
that were originally more or less self-sufficient were broken up
and families were driven from the land to the towns or cities
to seek paid labour. In this way the natural relations between
people and the land were permanently broken, and gradually
the poorest were driven into the city slums that were unfit for
human habitation. These slums themselves were a form of land
exploitation in England until 1851 when legislation imposed
minimal standards on dwellings. We hardly need to repeat this
history as it is well known. The village dweller ceased to be
his own master, owner of his own capital and the works of his
hands and was compelled to become a wage labourer. We have
long forgotten that in the high Middle Ages a wage labourer was
considered equal to a pauper and in need of charity since he was
unable to support himself. Both the Church and the ordinary
people would support him and his family. Such community
support had more dignity than being a wage labourer. Welfare
was a shared responsibility and part of community life. The
common good took precedence over individual good.

But perhaps what has not been so well known is the longterm effects of the privatisation of land on human community
generally. There is something of a forgotten history here. With
the land enclosures and the rise of modern industry, creating
the wage labourer, the basic conception of society gradually
changed. This became very evident to me in my researches
into the background of Henry George’s A perplexed Philosopher
in preparation for Volume VI of the Annotated Works. My usual
areas of study are classical Greece and the Middle Ages. The
conception of society in those times was profoundly different
from our modern conception. For example, in the Greek city
state, or polis, every citizen was understood to be responsible
for the good of the whole. It was this responsibility for the wellbeing of the whole city that defined a person as a citizen and
which gave them rights. Or in medieval times a town was likened
to a living organism, analogous to the universe itself, with each
member enjoying a specific station according to their abilities
to contribute to the good of all. The various trades, institutions
and customs were all understood as serving the common good.
Nobody was excluded, and those unable to support themselves
were simply looked after by the whole community. This was not
a matter of ‘entitlement’ but simply of the nature of community.
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So it came as a shock to me to read the social theories of the
nineteenth century – the theories of Herbert Spencer, Thomas
Huxley and Charles Darwin, for example. While these three
differed in certain respects about evolutionary theory, they
shared two basic beliefs in common: the theory of biological
progress and the new radical Individualism. That is to say,
they each saw the present rise of industry as an advance on all

previous history, and they each saw the ‘individual’ as the centre
of society, in particular those individuals who commanded the
great expansion of industry and of the British Empire. They saw
this progress not only as material progress, but also as moral
progress. Indeed, for Herbert Spencer in particular, material
progress and moral progress were one and the same thing.
They were expressions of the synthesis arising from the original
factors of matter and motion – his materialist theory of evolution.
Matter and motion had culminated in the biological superiority
of the English race and the great captains of industry, the envy of
the French.

If you read the opponents of Henry George in his own time,
their cry is ‘liberty’ and ‘individual freedom’. Their enemy was
not merely Henry George and the various socialist reformers,
it was ‘the state’ or government itself. Their conception of
individualism was that, as higher individuals evolved, the need
for the state would eventually wither away. Government was
for an earlier and lower stage of evolution, such as in classical
Greece. Likewise, the poor – which is to say the ‘morally inferior’
– would wither away too if left to their proper evolutionary fate
under the law of survival of the fittest. By the way, it was Spencer
who coined that phrase ‘survival of the fittest’, not Darwin,
although Darwin happily adopted it. It corresponded with the
theory that the great law of nature was competition within and
between species, an idea now projected onto society and the
market economy.
Now it is not difficult to see how these ideas were amenable to
extreme reformers on either side – to the Marxists and to the
Libertarians. On the one side, all property and all means of
production should be owned by the State. On the other side,
all property and all means of production should be owned by
private individuals. Yet both sides had the conception of the state
eventually disappearing through evolution. In one the individual
would be subsumed into an amorphous community. In the other,
solitary evolved individuals would be practically self-sufficient
in mastery of the world’s resources. On one side the ‘proletariat’
was supreme. On the other the ‘individual industrialist’
was supreme. Yet both positions were equally materialist,
determinist, and atheist. And both were equally opposed by
George. The Individualists and the Marxists both read Herbert
Spencer.

These are the kind ideas that were at war with each other in
George’s time, and which he was in part dealing with in his critique
of the social theory of Spencer in his A Perplexed Philosopher.
My point, however, is that these ideas, at both extremes, were
consequent upon the privatisation of the land. The conception
of human community had been radically changed, or rather,
radically distorted and deformed.
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Joseph Milne

Joseph Milne in Honorary Lecturer in Religious Studies
at the University of Kent and Fellow of the Temenos Academy

Given that only a few individuals have possession of the land, and
that they determine its uses and who shall prosper, whatever may
be ‘natural’ in the human community is necessarily distorted.
Traditions and customs, institutions, functions and specific
talents and abilities, which arise only through continuous
integration of community, are all gradually lost or degraded.
Society loses any distinct form and the people no longer
experience themselves as members of specific communities or
as fellow dwellers on Mother Earth. The sense of belonging to a
particular place gradually disappears.
There is a law of consequences at work here. If the natural
relation of the community with the land is broken, then natural
human relations are broken or lost. As Tolstoy put it in his book
on art: ‘If farming is wrong, then everything is wrong’. With the
privatisation of land economics becomes founded in a theory of
scarcity of resources, which in turn gives birth to the theory of
market competition. The natural distribution that arose through
community is now replaced by need.

These ideas of the nineteenth century remain powerful
influences in our own time, even though Herbert Spencer is
all but forgotten. Yet he remains, along with Auguste Comte, a
founder of the new science of sociology. His influence extends
to Karl Marx and Max Weber. Marx saw Spencer’s theory of
‘survival of the fittest’ as confirming his theory of ‘class struggle’.
And I think it is true to say that our understanding of society has
been in continual crisis since that time. In particular, the civil
realm has been in conflict with the economic realm. For while
civil rights have grown, economic rights have diminished, while
the causes of this diminishment have become almost invisible in
modern economic theory. And this disconnection between the
civil and the economic realms has itself contributed to a profound
distortion in the very idea of ‘natural rights’. For example, the
freedoms that properly belong to the economic realm are now
sought in the civil realm – such as the minimum wage. And in the
civil realm itself, the quest for equality has turned into demands
for recognition of difference in so-called ‘identity politics’.
Paradoxically, the rise of modern individualism, and the quest for
equal rights, has turned into a loss of a sense of personal identity,
especially in younger people. There is no longer any sense of
belonging in community where rights may be exercised. Identity
politics is at root an expression of communal alienation and
cultural displacement.
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All these distortions lie at the door of the general failure to
understand that the land cannot be withdrawn from nature
into private property. They are all consequent upon the
misappropriation of the land. George himself listed a host of
social ills that arise through this failure of understanding, for
example, criminality and alcoholism. I think we can now count
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drug addiction as a necessary consequence too. We can also
count the erosion of the family and responsible parenthood as
a consequence. Natural social relations are destroyed through
the wrong relation with the land. These in turn place huge costs
upon the welfare state, which itself is a necessary and inevitable
consequence of the misappropriation of land.

And here is where one of the most outrageous ideas of Herbert
Spencer is still at work. We condemn the criminal, the broken
family and the drug addict in the same way that Spencer
condemned the Victorian slums. It was from this condemnation
of the poor, regarded as responsible for their own fate, that
eugenics became widely discussed in England and other parts
of Europe. The disintegration of the family, criminality, and drug
addiction are all ‘unnatural’ social phenomena. But they are not
due to the ‘degeneracy’ of the individuals, and therefore to be
remedied by any form of eugenics or ‘social cleansing’ through
natural selection. Such solutions were seriously proposed in
the nineteenth century, even in the British Parliament. Such
ideas have the devastating effect of concealing the real causes
of deprivation, the breaking of the natural connection of society
with the land.
As a young man Herbert Spencer had seen the injustices that
arose through the privatisation of the land. As I am sure you know,
Spencer wrote a magnificent chapter arguing that land cannot
be private property in his first book, Social Statics, published in
1850. George had made Spencer well known through quoting
from that chapter in Progress and Poverty. Until then Social
Statics had remained relatively unknown. But George quoting it
extensively put Spencer in an awkward position in relation to the
ruling class in England – the landed class. Anxious to protect his
name and to remain in the right circles, he needed to extricate
himself from what he once knew to be true and just. In modern
terms, his opposition to private property in land had become for
him ‘politically incorrect’ and would lead to social exclusion.

So he joined the Radical Individualism of his time and opposed
any kind of amelioration of poverty, whether from charity or
from Gladstone’s reforms. His idea of justice was now ‘each gets
the consequences of their own actions’. The rich entrepreneur
deserves his wealth, the poor chimney sweep deserves his
poverty. The destitute deserve their destitution. The fact that the
labour of the poor made the rich wealthy was quietly overlooked.
According to evolutionary theory, the strong survive and the
weak are eliminated. That is the new justice. It is ‘social progress’,
another distorting idea of the nineteenth century. And one can
see its roots going back to Thomas Hobbes’ notion of the state
of nature as ‘war of all against all’. While for Hobbes it was a
static condition of things, for Spencer and his wide following it
had become an evolutionary principle, and therefore equated
with the fiction of social progress. In fairness to Hobbes, he saw
government as necessary to curb what he conceived to be the
natural brutality of individuals.
It may not be very comfortable to admit it, but these ideas
are still at play in our own time. But for us they have become
normalised. For example, business is regarded as necessarily
driven by competition for the highest profit. Wholly indifferent
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and mechanical ‘market forces’ determine who thrives and
who is eliminated. And under the notion of ‘freedom of the
individual’, and a host of arbitrary claims that spring from it, the
underlying economic injustices remain invisible, or are taken to
be inevitable. Yet they corrode the life and culture of community.

Perhaps the tragedy in all this is that it was foreseeable. Not only
had George pointed to the dire consequences of privatisation of
land, but many others in his time and slightly earlier had also
pointed it out. For example Robert Owen, who founded the
cooperative movement in 1826, along with several communities
and schools for children, here in the UK and the USA, with decent
housing and fair wages. Also Patrick Dove, who George praises in
The Science of Political Economy, had proposed a land tax in 1851
as the way to justice in a truly Christian society.
But even acquaintances of Darwin, Huxley and Spencer proposed
the introduction of a land tax. The most important of these was
the evolutionist Alfred Russel Wallace, who had first formulated
the theory of natural selection, usually attributed to Darwin. He
was first president of the Land Nationalisation Society formed
in 1881, where he arranged for Henry George to speak when in
England. In 1882 Wallace published a remarkable book entitled
Land Nationalisation: Its Necessity and its Aims in which he notes
that he had come across Progress and Poverty when he had
almost finished his book. He fully endorses George’s analysis of
the land question.

As a widely travelled naturalist, Wallace had seen how well
so-called ‘primitive’ societies live, remarking that they had far
higher moral standards than Victorian England that tolerated
poverty and inequality. This observation was contrary to the
claims of Spencer, who describes primitive societies as cannibals.
But one observation of Wallace that I find especially striking
is that our large cities are unnatural. He observes that this is
indicated in the necessity of sewer systems. Where people live
without privatisation of land, they are naturally dispersed into
small communities, and in these communities all wastage is
returned to cultivate the land. There is no wastage, no need for
refuse collection. Wallace’s observations of evolution are now
gaining recognition among scientists, and he is regarded as the
earliest environmentalist. He saw the obvious link between the
privatisation of the land and the destruction of the environment,
including the ailments and diseases that come with large cities.

Thus Wallace observed a link between the natural social
proportion of communities, morality, environment, and the
land question. The privatisation of land creates a rift between
the civic and economic realms as an inevitable consequence of
a wrong relation with the earth. And to some extent modern
Georgists inadvertently contribute to this wrong relation, if I
might say so, by abstracting land into ‘location’. Location and
locomotion are the words Herbert Spencer used in his abdication
from his earlier philosophy. He speaks a great deal of nonsense
about our rights to ‘natural media’, such as air, water and light,
and where ‘land’ now becomes just another ‘natural media’
where we have ‘locomotion’. In neoclassical economics ‘land’ has
been abstracted out of existence, or conflated into either capital
or location. This follows from Herbert Spencer and is contrary
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to Henry George. Consider what happens if we turn the primary
elements of production – land, labour and capital – into location,
energy and assets. Economics is then no longer part of nature or
society. It is no longer human. George Orwell observed that, if
you wish to deceive and confuse the public, use Latin abstracts
and avoid concrete Anglo-Saxon words. As an example he gave
‘extending borders’ as a substitute for ‘war’. This tendency to
abstraction now deceives and confuses modern students of
economics, removing it from ethics and an activity of community.
There is a belief that if you translate concrete observed reality
into abstract formulas you get nearer to the truth of things and
make them ‘rational’ and ‘scientific’. We have inherited this
tendency from the nineteenth century but forgotten its rhetorical and ideological origins.

Wallace, speaking as a natural scientist, gave a warning against
this tendency, noting that the economists William Jevons
and Alfred Marshal were turning economics into an abstract
mathematical science and breaking the link between the natural
activities of labour on land as understood by Adam Smith,
Robert Owen and Henry George. This move has, so to speak,
‘privatised’ the academic study of economics. Marshal’s famous
attack on George when he had given a lecture at Oxford was to
accuse him of having no academic expertise and therefore no
knowledge of economics or right to speak on the subject. The
move to appropriate economics for academic experts alone was
one of the tactics used to undermine George and to protect the
landed classes. My point is that abstract words such as ‘location’
instead of ‘land’ tend to dislocate the study of economics from
the natural world as experienced in actual life. We must be
careful not to speak the language of pseudo-science. As Edmund
Burke pointed out to Thomas Paine, the knowledge of society
is not derived from abstract metaphysics, but from the study of
history and taking prudent action according to the possibilities
for improvement in given circumstances.
Just as we have become accustomed to the privatisation of land,
so likewise we have become accustomed to the privatisation of
the individual. It is no accident that George’s opponents hit upon
the ‘individual liberty’ as a defence of private property in land.
Surely every individual should be free to make up his own mind
on the question of property!

This argument conceals the obvious truth that all people have an
equal right to dwell upon the land – to a ‘location’ if you insist!
It is a self-evident truth utterly obvious to the Bushmen of the
Kalahari desert, the North american Indians, and the australian
Aborigines. They do not speak of ‘location’, but rather they
acknowledge the land as the sacred Mother of all living beings,
shared in common with all species. It is obvious that nature
intends her gifts to be shared by all creatures, and she grants
no contracts, deeds, titles or charters of private possession to
any being. Sharing is the natural and equitable relation to the
land. This ‘sharing’, which is still practiced in some parts of the
world, even in modern Europe, is the natural basis of society
and community. It is at once economic and civic. Everyone is
a participant rather than a private autonomous individual.
All genuine human rights spring from sharing the land and
participating in communal life together. They are simply given
No
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in the natural order of things and do not require proclamations
or bills to exist. To turn natural rights into legal claims, although
necessary in the present state of things, actually turns the
human person into a private commodity, or into a ‘legal entity’ as
Simone Veil argued. This is what the Radical Individualism
and Libertarianism of the nineteenth century has given us under the invisible hand of Herbert Spencer’s social evolution.

I am not attacking our modern civil liberties. These are a great
achievement of judicial development in the face of great odds.
Community strives to continue to exist even when uprooted from
the land. I only wish to bring attention to the fact that these civil
liberties are in large part delusory if not founded in economic
justice. The acceptance of privatisation of land has accustomed
us to a perpetual conflict between civic and economic justice.
and the more we attempt to resolve this conflict through civil
freedoms alone, the more deeply we become enmeshed in
economic injustices, not only of land speculation but also of the
vast commercial monopolies and destructive banking practices
which now prevail. By an extraordinary turning of things
backwards, land speculation, vast commercial monopolies and
modern banking are defended under the rubric of civil liberties.

one final thought. I have argued that we need to see the social and
civic consequences of the privatisation of the land and the artificial
economy of land speculation. It is not enough to study this issue
within the economic sphere alone, since the historical separation
of the economic and civic spheres are a direct consequence of
private land ownership. In George’s time this connection was
still obvious and could be seen by all. Social reformers, such as
Robert Owen and the Quakers, were economic reformers at the
same time as social reformers. It is the modern disconnection
of the two spheres that leads some reformers to seek means
of taking from the rich to give to the poor. But no amount of
economic redistribution remedies the social consequences of
land speculation. Likewise with those who demand changing
the ‘system’. These kinds of mechanical changes really change
nothing. They are ideologies rather than practical policies.
What is really needed is an understanding among a sufficient
majority of the population of the real causes of poverty,
crime, broken families and drug addiction – not to mention
climate change and destructive modern farming methods. And
in this regard, it is of little use merely campaigning for the
implementation of a land tax.

The Georgist movement needs to widen its range and study the
nature of society and its institutions. That wider approach was
present to some degree in the early movement but has now faded
away. To a very large extent, the materialist, individualist, atheist,
and deterministic social theories of the nineteenth century are
still with us and continue to influence our thought. They have
created a cloud obscuring perception of the natural relations
between the land and citizenship.
Editor’s note:
Talk given at the Henry George Foundation Open Day 2021
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feature
FIELD-NOTES FROM IRELAND
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Picture this: June 1832, and one Mr. Majendie is giving evidence
to a Royal Commission into the Operation of the Poor Laws,
which employed twenty-six Assistant Commissioners to collect
evidence from some three-thousand parishes in England and
Wales. The topic under discussion is ‘bastardy’. Although a
mere footnote in the genealogy of what would much later be
known as ‘the welfare state’, what Majendie (and many others
who gave evidence) had to say about this ‘problem’ goes some
way towards illuminating the extent to which welfare has
(again) become a form of stigma, an instrument of division,
and a mechanism of compulsion targeting those who bear the
burden of inequality under neoliberal capitalism.

With this historical arc in mind, let us dwell for a moment on
how the figure of the ‘unmarried mother’ – also described as
a ‘fallen’ woman by Catholic moralists at that time – figured
in this discussion. The evidence laid before the Commission
was extensive and resounding in its core conclusion: public
assistance to unmarried mothers was the cause of the very
problem it was intended to ameliorate.
More specifically, from the perspective of the propertied
class, it was the certainty of public provision that posed the
greatest threat, because this would ensure that the mother
of an ‘illegitimate’ child could count on being taken into the
workhouse where she would be ‘better lodged and fed than
in any period of her former life, and maintained…in perfect
idleness’. This was apparently the crux of the matter, as
emphasised by a Colonel J. P. A’Court: that unless checked, the
mother of a bastard child was encouraged by the logic of the
system itself to use public assistance as ‘a sort of pension to
herself’ (Checkland and Checkland, 1974/1834: 264-6).
In the thick of this discussion, though at that time it was being
reconfigured by the growing influence of liberalism, was an
age-old distinction between a ‘deserving’ and an ‘undeserving’
poor. The architects of the Royal Commission, which laid the
foundations for the British (and Irish) welfare state, were
disciples of the philosopher Jeremy Bentham, and it was his
principle of ‘less eligibility’ that would shape the trajectory of
public assistance. In Volume I of Writings on the Poor Laws, the
collected works of Jeremy Bentham he presents his principle of
less eligibility as follows:
If the condition of individuals, maintained…by the labour
of others, were rendered more eligible than that of persons
10

maintained by their own labour, then [they] would be continually
withdrawing themselves from the class of persons maintained
by their own labour, to the class of persons maintained by the
labour of others … The destruction of society would…be the
inevitable consequence’. (2001/1797-8: 39).

The basic idea rests on the assumption that we all act on the
basis of rational choice. In other words, faced with a choice
between earning (in today’s money) 200 Euro per week or
availing of 250 Euro a week on welfare, then the rational thing
to do is to opt for welfare, because that affords a better level
of security and comfort than what can be earned by working
for a living. How then to ensure that the poor are ‘deserving’
of public assistance?
The answer to this question, past and present, is to put them
to the test. In the past this meant enduring the degradation of
the workhouse, because the organising principle of the Poor
Law was that an honest pauper would opt for the misery of
the workhouse only if he or she genuinely couldn’t find work,
meaning any kind of work, no matter how little it paid or how
bad the working conditions.

Today the welfare state has come up with other types of
tests, yet regardless of whether we look to the past or to
present, the register of desert encapsulates the malleable
properties of ‘negative’ freedom as advocated by liberals.
For the rich and powerful, negative liberty, or freedom from
external interference, means avoiding taxes while availing
of opportunities to benefit from unearned income, with one
example being – in the words of Guy Standing (2017: 32) –
‘the commercial plunder of the commons’, by which he means
‘rental income derived from the commercialisation and
privatisation of public goods and amenities’. If the poor do
anything even remotely comparable, then it is called either
‘dependency’, which apparently erodes their willingness to
pull themselves up by their own bootstraps, or ‘fraud’, which I
will come back to shortly.

As framed by (neo-) liberalism, public assistance to the poor
must function as a mechanism of compulsion, ensuring
that those who survive by enduring exploitative labour
practices actually commit to selling their labour and their
time in exchange for a life of independence, and if this entails
hardship, then so be it. If welfare fails to function in this way,
then it will (allegedly) increase the numbers of work-shy and
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shiftless free-riders who use welfare as a ‘sort of pension to
themselves’ (in the words of Colonel J. P. A’Court). Hence – and
this is no mere ‘unintended effect of intentional actions’ as
sociologists want to say, because this is the result of a long
and focused assault on the commons – it is no longer accurate
to speak of welfare ‘entitlements’. What until recently could, at
least with some degree of accuracy, be called social rights, have
increasingly become conditional – and thus also contingent –
supports.
You and I may well share the same precarious situation, but
that doesn’t mean we can both count on accessing the same
supports. Why does any of this matter right now, and why
should we look to the past as a way of illuminating the present?

I am going to present some notes from the Republic of Ireland
during the initial phase of the Covid-19 pandemic by way of
answering that question. In response to the Covid-19 crisis,
and shortly before the country went into its first full lock-down,
the Irish Government introduced a Pandemic Unemployment
Payment (PUP) of 350 euros per week, available to workers
who had lost their job as a result of the pandemic, and to selfemployed people whose income had ceased due to Covid-19,
with eligibility commencing on March 13th 2020. Three
weeks later (week one of the initial lock-down in Ireland),
during a televised briefing, the Taoiseach (Prime Minister)
Leo Varadkar replied to a journalist’s question concerning
alleged abuse of the emergency welfare payment:
I have heard stories of people who have asked their employers
to lay them off, because they’d be better off on the 350 euro
payment than maybe working twenty hours a week for eleven
euros…do the maths yourself. And I would just say to anyone
who’s thinking that…that we’re all in this together, and no one
in any walk of life should seek to be better off, or to make a profit
out of this crisis.
It is worth noting that Varadkar was previously Minister for
Social Protection (social welfare), and in 2017 he oversaw
a campaign called ‘Welfare cheats cheat us all’, calling on
members of the public to report people suspected of welfare
fraud.
At the centre of the 2017 campaign, and reprised in the midst
of the Covid-19 pandemic, is the distinction noted above:
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between a ‘deserving’ and an ‘underserving’ poor. What
would it take to erase the conditions of existence for this type
of dividing practice?

Viewed through the radical egalitarian argument for a basic
income (see Standing 2017, and I acknowledge that this
is not the only argument for a basic income), the answer
to Varadkar’s accusation is certainly not one of denial, but
neither is it a simple ‘yes, you caught me out and I’m sorry’.
On the contrary, it goes something like this: ‘Are you using the
PUP as a substitute for an honest wage?’ Answer: ‘No, we are
using the PUP as a way of laying claim to social justice and
as a means of refusing exploitative labour, and in a situation
[the Covid-19 pandemic] where we are being pressured to
put our very lives on the line in the name of “essential work”’.
Context is crucial here, because the pandemic has revealed the
lie behind Varadkar’s refrain that ‘we are in this together’. The
naked truth is that it is the worst paid and most precarious
among us who have proven to be the most ‘essential’ – and
expendable – workers.

So, in answer to the Taoiseach’s accusation, it could be argued
that what was happening following the introduction of the PUP
– not in a co-ordinated way comparable to Fridays for Future or
Black Lives Matter, but what was happening nevertheless, was
that recipients of the PUP were transforming an emergency
welfare payment into a basic income. That last point needs to
be written in the past tense, because the Irish Government has
since been busy dismantling the PUP by wrapping Bentham’s
less-eligibility principle around it4. Nevertheless, there was,
albeit briefly, a moment in time at the start of the pandemic
that the ancient Greeks knew as Kairos– a specific type of
momentary conjuncture where futures (plural) are up for
grabs, and everything hinges on which potential future is
grasped as an opportunity to be actualised (see Foucault
2010: 224-5).
Might it be possible to reclaim that moment, and more
importantly perhaps, would we want to do so? This is
arguably the pressing question that needs to be (re-)activated
as debate shifts to the efficacy of the Irish State’s vaccination
strategy and the re-opening of the economy, which will almost
certainly result in a return to neo-liberal policy, thereby
ensuring a future characterised by precarity for the majority.
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ECONOMIC INFIGHTING:
IS POLITICAL ECONOMY THE RIGHT ANSWER?
A growing consensus exists among those who study and follow
events shaping the global economy that how the subject of
economics has been taught for over a century fails as a scientific
discipline. Economists have a dismal record of warning us of
problems on the horizon. There is no consensus within the
discipline of what causes the cycles of boom and bust that
plague societies. Nor is there consensus on the solutions (i.e., the
necessary changes in law and public policy).

My interpretation of what is required of economists and
students of economics is that they look backward in time to
the contributions of those moral philosophers who undertook
the interdisciplinary work inherent in the science of political
economy. The authors agree in part. Their focus is to redirect the
discipline to embrace three principles: pluralism, real-world and
values. They devote several hundred pages to an explanation of
what they mean by this.

Opening Economic Studies, I was struck by one of the first
statements made. The authors write:

“Thinkers like Adam Smith, Thomas Malthus, David Ricardo, and
Karl Marx were indeed interested in human motivation, resources,
institutions, social classes, and political power. Yet such a wide
canvas created problems for a discipline that wished to achieve a
high academic status: it was felt to be inadequately scientific. In
response, economics adopted the intellectual strategy that had
worked so well for the physical sciences: reductionism. Thus, it
assumed away many complexities: for it, humans were selfish,
rational and far-sighted, resources abundant, information perfect,
externalities insignificant, monopoly irrelevant, interpersonal
comparisons of welfare impossible, money neutral and financial
markets efficient.”

Two young economists have undertaken the challenge of changing
what is taught as economics and how the subject is taught. Sam
de Muijnck and Joris Tieleman have built a very aggressive
program to assist both those who teach the subject and those
who are its students. An important tool is a book titled Economic
Studies: A Guide to Rethinking Economics Education. The authors
of this volume, in collaboration with many other contributors,
acknowledge the shortcomings inherent in conventional (i.e.,
neoclassical) economics. They have tried to address the problems
associated with economic theory as taught versus the dynamic
conditions existing in the real world. More than this, they have
established a comprehensive program to improve the teaching of
economics at rethinkeconomics.org

“Access to healthcare is rapidly expanding and poverty levels keep
dropping in most parts of the world.”

Based on what I read or hear every day, I wonder if the data
supports this statement; or, perhaps, the data generated by
governments is not to be trusted. The task they set out for
themselves is considerable:
“Tackling such challenges requires a deep comprehension of the
economy, which the current system of economics education does not
sufficiently provide. Economists need a real-world understanding
of how various industries work, how they are intertwined with each
other, how economic power works, what roles states play and how
these are embedded in our society at large.”
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Economic Studies is not a book to be read and then set aside.
It serves as a desk reference for those who teach economics
regularly or are working toward a degree in economics. As
someone long past my years of formal education, the book has
only limited interest for me; namely, to see if the authors have
reached conclusions about how the world actually works with
which I agree based on my own four decades teaching political
economy based on the analysis produced by Henry George and
those who have continued George’s investigations. For the most
part, the deep study of political economy performed by Henry
George came decades too late to secure for political economy its
rightful place among the social sciences. Martin Wolf’s forward to
Economic Studies explains what happened:

And yet, economics attracted an increasing number of students,
who then became teachers of what they learned. And, in time,
individuals with academic credentials in economics branched
out into both the private and public sectors, their sophisticated
analyses valued by stakeholders and decision-makers.
13
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To the authors there are “good economists” who “investigate the
inner workings of the larger systems, help society navigate them,
assist in designing parts of them, and monitor their functioning to
continuously improve them and avoid unintended consequences
or breakdowns.” And, there are economists whose priorities are
quite different. That is what needs to be changed, they argue.

Deep within Economic Studies, the authors suggest that one of the
“interesting questions to discuss” is what anyone who has absorbed
the political economy of Henry George and other classical political
economists would argue is not merely interesting but absolutely
essential:
“What should be commodified, and what do we find too sacred
or too dangerous to trade or manage commercially? Consider
for example, organs, humans, human time, education, housing,
citizenship, mind-altering substances, weapons, land, medicine,
ideas, techniques, prisons, the right to pollute, or political office.”

There are no details provided in this book on the unique role of
land as the first factor of production. In the section on Nature, the
authors devote just one bullet point to what most readers of this
article argue is of utmost importance:
“Land and natural resources generate rent.”

The authors explain to readers that the very definition of what is
to be studied dramatically changed from the era of the political
economists. Gone was the emphasis concerning the production
and distribution of wealth, replaced by the dynamics of the
allocation of scarce resources, general equilibrium principles,
liquidity preferences, etc. etc. etc. Of course, this shift was
always (and continues to be) resisted by some, those who qualify
as renegade economists. For several generations now, most
professors have accepted their role as one of teaching students
to think like an economist. What is lost, the authors argue, is the
development in students of the capacity for critical thinking.

For professors who have been lecturing on economics for
decades, changing what they teach and how they teach it is not
likely to generate broad enthusiasm. For example, the authors
suggest that the time spent on neoclassical economics be reduced
to just one-fifth of the subject matter covered toward a degree
in economics. What they argue for is a diversity of scientificallysupportable approaches as raised in the research and discussion
of specific issues:
“[W]hen teaching how economic agents make decisions, the
neoclassical, behavioural and institutional perspectives could be
taught. Whereas for labour economics, the feminist, Marxist and
post-Keynesian perspectives could be taught.”

Of course, this requires that professors have themselves studied
these diverse perspectives and are prepared to deliver a complete
range of theoretical perspectives offered in the discipline’s
literature. Another challenge is distinguishing “science from
pseudoscience.” Understanding comes from what they refer to as
“pluralism-by-juxtaposition,” by which they mean:
“[T]o teach students about multiple contrasting approaches and
debates between them. …By teaching students how and when ideas
are in conflict with each other, they learn to identify contradictions
and deal with them.”
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As this is a challenge for professors who have only ever taught an
introductory course in economics from a neoclassical perspective,
this is also a challenge for those of us who have taught political
economy using Henry George’s books at texts.

A broad education (formal or otherwise) in the diverse schools
of economic thinking is essential in order to offer insight into
how, for example, treating land (i.e., nature) as a distinct factor
of production and as the source of what meets the definition of
wealth leads to a superior understanding of real world dynamics.
While the authors agree that teaching about the role of nature
in economies is essential, they do not weigh in on the important
definitional issues. Yet there is in their message an important
lesson readers of this article will likely appreciate:
“A key difference between education and indoctrination is that
the former tries to present a complete picture, with pros and cons,
strengths and weaknesses, the status quo and alternatives, while
the latter one-sidedly and uncritically presents arguments to
convince the audience of something.”

Students presented with a diversity of perspectives are in a far
better position to reach their own conclusions by independent
study. Deep learning really begins to occur after completion
of formal coursework and studies. This was certainly the case
for me personally. A real advantage as I began my own studies
toward an advanced degree was a decade of work experience in
the financial sector, a full year of studying political economy at
the Philadelphia extension of the Henry George School of Social
Science, followed by several years as a member of the school’s
volunteer faculty.

The authors make no mention of the Henry George School or of
the Georgist school of political economy. Our perspectives are,
in this sense, essentially written out of the history of economic
thought. It may be that the science we embrace as real-world
continues to occupy what Robert Heilbroner described as the
underworld of economics. One example the authors do write
about as plagued by a questionable value-laden approach is the
economics education offered in courses taught by the Foundation
for Economic Education, “partially funded by the billionaire
brothers Charles and David Koch.”
As someone who never aspired to a high level of competency
in mathematics (the study of history has always been of much
greater interest), I find the authors challenge to the entrenched
reliance in economics on the solving of equations as a step back
in the right direction. One of the best economics texts I have read
(Harry Gunnison Brown’s Basic Principles of Economics, published
in 1955) covered the subject without the use of any equations.
The authors don’t go that far, but suggest that many very smart
people are deterred from the study of economics because of the
emphasis on mathematics:
“A final dimension specific to economics is that one’s mathematical
skills are taken as a proxy for general intelligence. To be sure,
mathematics is a very useful skill for economists: crucial in some
corners of the profession, a useful adjunct in others. But rather than
being treated as one of many kinds of knowledge students have
to learn, it is often used as a selection mechanism, painting any
student less talented in mathematics as unfit to be an economist
and not to be taken as seriously in discussions.”
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Economics as a career choice also suffers from a number of other
discriminatory practices and policies that preserve access to
advancement overwhelmingly to white males. This, the authors
emphasize, must change. I simply refer readers to the text for a
detailed and explicit report of their findings and the measures
they argue are required to resolve these problems. At the top of
their list:

“First, make more use of active learning, whether it is with peer
instruction, classroom experiments, or open discussions. Economics
is still primarily taught in passive ways with traditional lecturing.”
College and university professors might benefit by what I learned
early on teaching political economy. Few of the students who
enrolled (even those with an undergraduate or advanced degree
in some field) came into the basic introductory course with
much of an understanding of history, political science or moral
philosophy.

In Progress and Poverty and later in The Science of Political
Economy, Henry George took it for granted that his readers were
coming to him after exposure to the most important writers in
these areas. It was in the book Social Problems that he tailored his
writing to a general audience. After a few years in the classroom,
I realized that before students would be in a position to grasp the
essential elements of political economy, a semester-long remedial
course would be beneficial. I suggest that those who eventually
decide to pursue a degree in economics would benefit by at least
a year devoted to a good introduction to the other sub-disciplines
that comprise the social sciences.
One problem we have teaching in a program that offers no
opportunity for a degree or other recognized credentials is that at
least some students come to class each week without completing
assigned reading or writing out answers to questions raised
thereby. This makes it almost impossible to rely on the Socratic
method of teaching. The authors note that this problem is not
unique to teaching in an adult education environment:
“Academic students can be a challenging audience. Most students
are fairly young when they start studying economics, between the
age of 18 and 20. …For some this leads to a minimum-effort policy in
terms of studying. It can take great effort from academic teaching
staff to get these students to study and focus on their programme.”

And, as stated above, traditional lecturing is in many cases
ineffective. The solution I came to was to rely on visual aids.
Writing statements out on a blackboard (or, in more recent
years, a whiteboard) is time-consuming but useful when no
other alternative is available. Fortunately, Microsoft came to the
rescue with the development of PowerPoint software. Yet, in
using PowerPoint too many teachers simply turn their lecture
notes into bullet points and read them to students. A much better
approach, I believe, is to use PowerPoint to tell a story. A relevant
image is shown on each slide to accompany my lecture notes.
Only quoted material appears on slides, read to the class by a
volunteer student. This method of combining lecture with plenty
of discussion has proven effective as a teaching and learning tool.
Students can also revisit my lectures, which are video-recorded
independent of the classroom and uploaded to my personal
YouTube channel. I encourage students to view and listen to
upcoming lectures so they can come to class better prepared to
ask questions or comment on the points made.
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My reading through of Economic Studies is not in any sense
thorough. My objective here is to recommend to others who agree
with me that the teaching of political economy to the general
public is a valuable undertaking. For this, our teachers must be
more rigorously prepared to meet the same sort of challenges as
our more credentialed counterparts on the faculties of colleges
and universities.

From the beginning of its history in the early 1930s, the Henry
George School of Social Science (and similar programs) have
concentrated on reaching adults with the hope that they
would emerge from the courses and seminars with a better
understanding of the public policy issues debated as part of
our political discourse. For several decades, at least some of the
graduates of the schools moved into the role of teachers and in
other ways became actively engaged with those who embraced
the principles embraced by Henry George. A very, very few
went on to earn an advanced degree in economics and secure a
teaching position in higher education. Yet, these professors were
never a large enough group to establish themselves as more than
individual renegade economists.
For a number of reasons, attrition outpaced the number of those
who came into this small academic community. The same has
occurred with the larger community of those who look to the
teachings of Henry George for economic understanding and
moral inspiration.

One reason (and perhaps not the most important) was the
growing need for and pursuit of academic and other credentials
called for to gain employment in the decades following the
end of the Second World War. All across the United States and
other countries, for example, a huge increase occurred in the
number of young people earning a high school diploma, then
moved directly on into some type of higher education. U.S. state
governments responded with funding for public colleges and
universities. Cities and rural regions responded with funding for
the establishment of community colleges. Thus, relatively lowcost programs enabled millions of young adults to continue their
formal education. Programs such as that offered by the Henry
George School of Social Science became less and less attractive
to all but a small segment of the population who were willing
to devote the time to the study of political economy for reasons
other than building their resume.
Decades ago thousands of people were being introduced to
the science of political economy we argue is descriptive of the
real-world. Today, we are achieving good results because we
have embraced the new technologies. The internet and Zoom
have invigorated attendance to the courses, lectures and other
programs we offer to the public. Still, the numbers rarely rise
above a few dozen attendees. The periodic conferences held by
the International Union once attracted several hundred people
from all around the globe. The same was true for conferences
hosted by the Henry George School and Henry George Foundation
in the United States (and in recent decades by the Council of
Georgist Organizations). These conferences served as important
opportunities to affirm our perspectives had (and have) continued
relevance. Attrition makes such meetings less and less viable with
each year that comes and goes. Turning back the clock, ensuring
a base to carry on our work, requires that we somehow reach
the young and help to complete their education. At least for me,
Economic Studies has provided useful food for thought.
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HGF news
BOOKS WORTH READING
With Lasse S. Andersen so expertly reviewing the 2013 Andro
Linklater book Owning the Earth: The Transforming History of Land
Ownership in our most recent Summer Issue of Land&Liberty,
let us not forget the author’s 2003 paperback named Measuring
America: How the United States Was Shaped By the Greatest Land
Sale in History.
The book reveals the story of the surveying and measurement
efforts that laid the groundwork to all the rich land west of the
Ohio River in the late 18th century and is published by Plume.

In much the same genre Surveying in Early America: The Point
of Beginning, An Illustrated History by authors Dan Patterson
and Clinton Terry will be able to satisfy those readers with a
strong penchant for photography as a useful compliment to any
compelling land history lesson. With early American history with
its rich - if untamed - land creating the main stage for the book and
its illustrations the profession and methods of land measurement
and land surveying is an important complementary focal point.
With fair and reasonable assessments and site valuations being
an essential prerequisite for all current and future examples of
Land Value Taxation, the fundamental skill of proper and precise
land surveying is often overlooked as a factor in any successful
implemention of LVT. This notion in itself makes the two titles
above worthy of your attention.

Last but not least, we are jumping back home across the Atlantic
to mention the latest work by British author Simon Winchester.
Winchester is rather well-known for his books The Professor and
the Madman, , A Crack in the Edge of the World, The Perfectionists,
The Map That Changed the World: William Smith and the Birth
of Modern Geology and Krakatoa. He is also a proud recipient of
the Order of The British Empire (OBE) in 2006 while many of his
books have found their way to the New York Times’ bestseller list.

In early 2021 Winchester has been published by Harper with
his 464-page hardcover aptly entitled Land: How the Hunger for
Ownership Shaped the Modern World. The book explores how land
is bought and sold, how it is fought over throughout history, and
how it is, in fact, sometimes shared. The question of who owns the
land and why this question is so central to the human experience
is also examined. In a later issue of Land&Liberty this recent book
will indeed be reviewed.
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HGF BRIEFING NOTES

FRIDAY MEETINGS AT MANDEVILLE PLACE
Friday study groups at Mandeville Place are continuing in this
Autumn Term, but have moved online both in the afternoon and
evening timeslots as the Covid-19 pandemic continues to be
cause for concern. Your Land&Liberty editors hope that you and
your loved ones stay safe.
The Afternoon Study Group (in its regular timeslot from 2:30 P.M.
to 4:00 P.M) is headed by Tommas Graves.

Currently the work in focus is The Condition of Labour (An open
letter to Pope Leo XIII). These afternoon sessions will also draw
on notes and other interesting material from Vol III of the recently
published volume in the series The Annotated Works of Henry
George. The publication of The Annotated Works series has been
funded in part by The Henry George Foundation.

The last session is the Autumn Term will take place on December
10th and may be joined by anyone interested via the prevalent
online platform Zoom:
Go to: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83880666680
Meeting ID: 838 8066 6680
Passcode: 544247

The Evening Study Group also continues with its regular timeslot
from 6:45 P.M. to 8:15 P.M. These evening sessions are headed by
David Triggs.
In this, the Autumn Term, the scope of the evening sessions is
particularly wide. As can be found on the HGF website, David will
draw on a range of Henry George’s Works in order to consider
what he has to offer in connection with the pressing needs of
today, including such issues as climate change, environmental
protection, housing, education, social services, conflict and
migration etc. Sources will include passages from his major works
e.g. Progress and Poverty, Protection or Free Trade, The Science of
Political Economy and The Condition of Labour as well as less wellknown passages from his speeches and articles published in The
Standard.
Go to: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87944408537
Meeting ID: 879 4440 8537
Passcode: 603155
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closing thoughts

John Cormack

INTEREST
AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING

The interest rates assumed are for borrowers, not for savings
deposits, so the scenario is not so unrealistic in these peculiar
times of low interest rates and high asset values.
The relative values assumed are slightly biased towards
construction value, rather than towards location value, because
the aim is to understate the effects of changes, and not to be
accused of exaggerating the case for government collecting
location values. The inverse of interest, being number of years
purchased, is perhaps over simplified, but gives a fairly reliable
insight into what actually occurs.
An imaginary 4 bedroom detached house in the South East
has a market value of £850,000 of which £300,000 is the cost
of Building and £550,000 is the capitalised location value.
Given a low-ish interest rate of 1%; the rental for the building
would be £3,000 and the annual location value would be £5,500
which would remain fairly constant given that the surrounding
environment (both natural, and amenities such as schools,
hospitals, GPs, shops, entertainment venues etc.) would remain
similar with changes to the interest rate.
Now imagine the interest rate to double to 2%. Then the rental
for the building would be £6,000, but the capitalised location
value would fall to £275,000. This would mean a new market
value lower at £575,000, and the total annual rental for both
the building and location value would be higher by £3,000 at
£11,500. This increase in interest rate dramatically shows an
incentive to buy outright rather than going for a rented property.
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The collection of some annual location value by local or central
government would be similar in both interest rate scenarios but,
easier to introduce when interest rates are higher, because the
exclusion of annual improvement value in the new assessment,
would not necessitate a higher collection.

Now let us look at another imaginary terraced house with a
market value of £300,000 of which £200,000 is the cost of
building and £100,000 is the capitalised location value. At 1%
the rental for the building would be £2,000 and the annual
location value would be £1,000. At 2%; the rental for the building
would be £4,000, but the capitalised location value would fall
to £50,000. This would mean a new market value lower at
£250,000, and the total annual rental for both the building and
location value would be higher by £2,000 at £5,000 which would
be even more devastating than that for the detached house. It is
clear that an annual tax on improved assets is very harsh on the
poorer members of society.
Although this may not indicate the real complexity; it does
indicate the harshness on the poorer sections of society, unable
to purchase, and compelled to rent. All due to an ignorance of
the (annual) existence of location value on a time basis.

Capitalised Land Value capture, whether shared by governments
with a developer or not, would not affect future annual location
values – which illustrates the folly of collection of what is,
in effect, not a location value capture at all, but, once again, a
development tax on improvements.
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...and

What
a man’s income
depended upon theoppresses
number
the masses
of head he could keep
for
is their
their increase.own
ignorance,
their own
shortsighted
selfishness.

”
“

Henry George,
Progress and Poverty, 1879
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What is Land&Liberty?
Land&Liberty, a quarterly magazine published

by the Henry George Foundation, has
chronicled world events for over 100 years.
Dedicated to promoting economic justice
along lines suggested by the American writer,
social reformer and economist Henry George,
it offers a unique perspective to stimulate
debate on political economy through its
reports, analysis and comment.

Who was Henry George and
what is special about his ideas?
In 1879 George published one of the bestselling books on political economy ever
written, Progress and Poverty. By the
twentieth century the wisdom he expounded
was recognised and supported by many of the
world’s most respected thinkers including
Tolstoy, Einstein, Churchill, Huxley, Helen
Keller, Woodrow Wilson, Stiglitz, Friedman,
and Sun Yat-sen. Today, as the world
faces environmental and economic crises,
we believe George’s philosophy is more
relevant than ever. But, as George foresaw in
Progress and Poverty, and is inscribed on his
gravestone:
“The truth that I have tried to make clear
will not find easy acceptance. If that could be,
it would have been accepted long ago. If that
could be, it would never have been obscured.”

Today, Henry George is mostly
remembered for his recognition that the
systems of taxation employed in his day, and
which continue to dominate fiscal policy in
the UK and throughout the world, are unjust,
inefficient and ineffective.
He saw how taxes discourage wealth
creation, positive economic activity and
employment, and prevent people and
nations from realising their full potential. By
ignoring property rights they constitute theft
and encourage dishonesty and environmental
abuse. In short, as a method of raising
public revenue, they fail. By offering an
alternative, George also showed that taxes are
unnecessary.
George realised that some land at
particular locations acquired a value that was
not due to the actions of any individual or
firm but was due to natural influences and the
presence, protections and services provided
by the whole community. He saw that this
value grows as the need for public revenue
grows and is sufficient to replace all existing
taxes. This could be collected by levying a
charge based on land values and is commonly
referred to as land value tax or LVT. However,
George was clear that this is not actually a
tax but is a rental payment individuals and
groups need to pay to receive the exclusive
use of something of value from the whole
community, i.e. the exclusive possession of a
common, limited and highly-valued natural
resource.
Henry George’s ideas were not limited
to his proposal to change taxes. His

profound body of theory also included issues
such as: the difficulties inherent in the study
of political economy; the fundamentals of
economic value; a proper basis for private
and public property, trade, money, credit,
banking and the management of monopolies.
Key to ‘the truth’ that Henry George
tried to make clear is that every thing is
bound to act in accordance with the laws of
its own nature. He saw these laws of nature
as operating everywhere, at all times, and
throughout a creation that includes man
and society, and the worlds of body, mind
and spirit. Furthermore, that people and
societies can only behave ethically
and succeed in their own designs when they
are cognisant of, and act in harmony with,
those natural laws.
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Foundation. However, we rely entirely on
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